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Toshiya Ueno 
JAPANIMATION AND TECHNO-ORIENTALISM 

Japan as the Sub-Empire of Signs 

The word Japanimation IS neologrsm that is made by two 
words, Japan+animation Now, Japanimation IS seen in 
whole world. And people outside Japan are Inter ested in the 
Japanese subculture Including Manga and Japanimation, etc 
If pe ople once asked “What is ZEN?‘, then now people asks 
“What IS Otaku?‘. But I’ m very skeptical about this condition. 
This phenomena IS absolutly the effect of globalrzatron, rnfor- 
mation caprtalism. Under the Fordist economic system of the 
past, globalzation meant nothing mo re than “Americanization,” 
and media and entertainment were supplred by Disney anima- 
tions However, we must now consider senously the fact that 
the post-f ordist social environment of globalrzation will inclu- 
de Japanrmation and ponde r its meanrng. In other words, the 
strategy of thus cultural movement is the effect of the Sub- 
Impenalism. Accordrng to Kuan-Hsing Chen, the sub-empire IS 
secondary depen dent empire which has hegemony much 
more In culture and economy than mrlrtary system. And this 
new verson of imperialism uses sub-culture in general. By ana 
lysing a Japanimatlon film. I would lrke to illustrate and cntcrze 
Japan as the sub-emrpire of signs. 

The “GHOST IN THE SHELL” 

The film “GHOST IN THE SHELL’ IS set In the world of A’029 
Thus near futur e IS not so Information-based that nations or 
ethnicities have vanrshed, alth ough networks of many 
enterprises have covered the planet, electrons or light run- 
nrng through them. In this world , East Asia is a huge corpora- 
te zone domr ated by multrnatronal economic and rnforma- 
tron operations. In this world, the lrves of human beings are 
Intertwined with advanced technol ogres. It is a world of 
cybernetrcs and sophstrcated electronic Information ne tworks 
, where the border between people and machines sometimes 
becomes blurr ed or invisible. For some people, reality is only 
virtual. Many humans In this world become cyborgs, a com- 
lex of man and machine. Except for the kernel of their brain 
, some people In this age already have substituted a cyberne 
trc , prosthetrc body for therr own body. The main character 
of the film ,a woman named Motoko Kusanagi , is the leader 
of theShell Squad” Section 9 of the Department of the 
Interior, which has b een formed by the government to com- 
bat cyber crimes and political terronsms in the information 
society. Through the net, crimes have become more sophrsti 
cated and more violent. The story of the film is about a conflrct 
and conspira cy among some departments and agents in the 
government The events are concern ed with a strange hacker 
who has the code name ‘Puppet Master’. This unidentif ied 
super hacker started out as a computer virus manufactured by 
the Foreign M inrstry. The “Puppet Master” can take over 
human beings to further his own pur poses by using what is 
called “ghost hackng’. Even though a human In thus world 
may almost have changed its own body into a machine, it 
still can remain human in so far as it has its own ‘ghost’ 
Ghost is a sort of spirit, not mind In general. It is indeed 
unconclousness it self, but is also memory, which can help 
found people’s Identities. “Puppet M aster’ says ’ memory can 
not be defined, but it defines mankind.’ As if it w ere the 
water in cup, the identity of a human needs a form or shell at 
the sam e time that it needs “ghost’. We can’t distinguish 
between shell and ghost I n human beings. But the problem 
isn’t about the traditioal philosophical drcho tomy between 
mend and body Rather we come face with the very basic 

question rn SF : Is cyborg the human or the machine? What 
is self or identity for cy borg ma(chl)n(e)? The ‘Shell Squad’ 
team as an organrzatron tries to chase a nd catch the “Puppet 
Master’ while Major Motoko Kusanagl tnes personally to 
respond to that basic question For sometlmes Motoko is 
skeptical about her I dentity and whether she has “ghost’. 
Because her body is almost a machine , s he IS caught in a 
paranora according to which she was made as an android 
and provided with a virtual self and an artificial ‘ghost’ In 
fact, some peop le arrested by the “Shell Squad” as 
the”Puppet Master” have turned out to be just only agents 
who were given fictitious personality by cyber brain hacking. 
They were ‘puppets without ghost’ and they have only IIIu- 
sional image and me mory and self Identity. These problems 
are closely concerned with the micro polltics of identity inclu 
ding opposition and segmentation between class, gender, eth- 
nicity and “race’. It is can be said that human and cyborg 
belong to different tribes and “race’e ach other. Thus context 
recalls the problematic of “cyborg polrtcs” presented by Donna 
Harawey. Broadly speaking , the question here, IS the self a 
mind or a spirit or does the self consst of a suit, a shell, 
prosthetic technologies ? Does the vested shell or suit incor- 
porate the body and become the self itself , or doesn’t it? 
So as audience of this film .we share the same question with 
Ma] or Motoko. the problem of the ‘shellfrshness of selfish- 
ness” and the question of ‘Who am I ?’ The “Puppet Master’ 
has appeared to the “Shell Squad’ and Itfor perhaps he1 s 
peaks through a cyber body wlthout ghost. It seems that 
he allows himsel f to be caught He affirms ,“l’m not an Al. I’m 
a living, thinking entity who was created in the sea of infor- 
mation.’ It is easy to see here the problem of Artrficral Life 
(AL). For natural life DNA IS nothing more than a program des 
rgned to preserve Itself. And then lrfe , when organized into 
species, relies on genes to be its memory system. 
Conversely the computer and cyber technolog ies are the 
extension (explosion) of human memory. Some programs can 
function independently from human WIII and so gain autono- 
my. If these processes becom e more complicated and sop- 
histicated , then certain programs or algonthms ar e going to 
become more similar to life Itself. Of course it is very different 
from the life In nature, but at least we can see and define 
some informatlon p rogram as Artificial Lrfe(AL). In this sense, 
the “Puppet Master” as AL uses “meme’ and cultural genes 
to control many humans and systems. It has ‘ghost”. 

Informational capitalism and 
Techno-Orientalism 

Manuel De Landa has already remarked that interest in AL 
came out of reflexion on the farlure of the Al paradigm. He 
has always stressed the shift from a top down aproach to a 
bottom up aproach , for the latter depends upon emerge nt 
and autonomous processes in Information science. In general, 
Artficial Life experiments include the design of a simple copy 
of an individual animal, wh ich must have the equivalent of a 
set of genetic instruction that are used to create its offspring 
as well as being transmitted to that offspnng. Delanda 
says.... 

“This transmission must also be ‘imperfect’, 
so that variation can be generate d.-The 
exercise ~111 be considerd successful if 
novel properties, unimagin ed by the 
designer, emerge spontaneously.’ - 
‘Virtual Enviroments and the emergence 
of synthetic reason”lf AL truly were more 
than a simple program and could become 
life, it woul d send some information to 
its own offspring by ‘imperfect transmis- 
sron’. The behavror and intention of 
the-Puppet Master” in this film is based on 
this logrc. Thus in the end of this film , the 



‘Puppet Master” proposes to Motoko to 
merge wrth each other. By thus unrfrcatron 
he would able to get death , as in real lrfe , 
whrle Motoko could generate varied 
offspnng Into the net One probably could 
say that we have already known ‘Puppett 
Master” in our ordr nary lives. In fact rt is 
possible to find invisible manipulators in 
the mar ket and the financial system. The 
market and capital rncreasrngly are beco- 
ming dependent on emergent processes 
and non-lrnear logic ‘Emergence’ here 
means the sudden change of some states 
in any system or a haphazard phenomenan 
rely ing on a radical contingency. In the 
paradigm of AL, thus emergence and bot 
tom up decision making in a system are 
very important This is why we ca n consi- 
der the work of huge capitalist corporations 
and the complrcated vrrtua I financial sys- 
tem from the pornt of view of Artificial Life 
(or Artrfrcral Ma rket) There is nothing like 
the “rnvisible hand of God”, but there are 
some I nvrsrble hands of ‘Puppet Masters’. 
Of course this IS just an anonymous proces 
s, but at least one can say that the 
“Puppet Master” IS an allegory of infor 
mation caprtalrsm. De landa presents a simi- 
lar pornt of view about the market.(“Markets 
and Antrm arkets in the world economy”, in 
Tecno Scrence and Cyber Culture, 
Routledge 19 96) Any replicating system 
that produces variable copies of itself, in 
orde r to get new evolving forms, has to 
need ” the divergent manifestation of the 
antrmarket” The market for capitalism has 
always already consrsted of self-org anized, 
decentralized structures And it has always 
also been an ‘antimarket”. The antimarket 
IS an aspect of the non-linear process of the 
market Itself. 

To analyse this film further, I would go back to the issue of 
‘Japanimatron’ r tself. Why is this kind of animatron so highly 
developed rn Japan ? I th Ink that one reason has to do with 
the gaze of Western people toward Japanese culture. And 
the problem is also about Orientalism. For example In 70’s 
when the German techno-pop band ‘Kraftwerk” used android 
machine-like gestures in their live shows, they took the gestu- 
res of Japanese bursrness men in Europe as their model. It 
shouldn’t be surpriseing that they were interested in robot 
like bowing and expressionless laughter. Davrd Mor ley and 
Kevin Rovrns have argued, in their rnfluentral book The Space 
of ldent ity, that “Western stereotypes of the Japanese hold 
them to be sub-human, as If they have no feelrng. no emo- 
tion, no humanrty’(“Techo-Orientalrsm.Japan Panic”, in The 
Space of Identity. Routledge.1995l.These impressions come 
from the high development of Japanese technologies They 
are a phenomenon of ‘Techno-Orientalism’. The basis of 
Orientalsim and xenophobia is the subordination of others in 
vari ous areas of the world through a sort of ‘mirror of cul- 
tural conceit”. A host of stereotypes appeared when binary 
oppositions-culture and savage, modern and pre-modern , 
and so on -were projected on to the geographic posrtrons 
of Western and non-Western. The Orient exsists in so far as 
the West nee ds It. because it brings the project of the West 
into focus. Naoki Sakar says on this point : 

7he Orient does not connote any Internal 
commonaltty among the names subsumed 
under it, It ranges from region In the 
Middle East to those in the Far East. One 

can hardly find anything religious , lrngurstic 
or cultural that is comma n among these 
varied areas. The Orient IS nerther a cultural 
, religious or I inguistic unity. The princrple 
of its Identity lres outside itself. what 
endow s It with some vague sense of unity 
is thaonent is that which IS excluded and 
objectified by the West, rn the service of Its 
historical progress. From the outset the 
orient is a shadow of the West.” 

If the Orient was invented by the West, then the Techno- 
Onent also was Invent ed by the world of informatron caprta- 
lism. In “Techno-Onentalrsm”, Japan not only is located 
geographcally , but also IS projected chronologrcally. Jean Ba 
udrillard once called Japan a satellite rn orbrt. Now Japan has 
been located I n the future of technology Morley and Rovrns 
say. 

‘If the future is technologrcal, and If techno- 
logy has become ‘Japanrsed’, then the syl- 
logism would suggest that the future is 
now Japanese too. The postmod ern era 
WIII be the Pacific era. Japan IS the future, 
and It IS a future that seems to be trans- 
cendrnng and drsplacrng Western modernr- 
ty: 

Japanimation IS defined by the stereotype of Japan as such 
an Image of the fu ture. The West is seduced and attracted by 
the model on the one hand, while on the other hand the 
model of Japan IS looked down upon rather than envied by 
the West. Furthermore this complex about Japan seems to 
contain a psycho-mech anism similar to anti-semrtism As IS 

will known, Japanese capitalism is high1 y developed and has 
become very powerful in many areas such as the US, the EU 
and Asia. Techno-Orientalism works there as a manipulator of 
the complex abo ut Japan , in which Japan is the object of 
transference of the envy and con tempt from other cultures 
and natrons So now, a role resembling that of the Jew IS 

being played more and more by the Japanese. Of course It is 
varn to Irn k the Jew and the Japanese actually and essentral- 
ly Rather The Jews and the Japanese functron as the effectr- 
ve figures of the information captalism 

The Japanoid Automaton 

I think that the stereotype of the Japanese .which I would lake 
to call “Japan oid” for not actually Japanese , exists nerther 
inside nor outside Japan. Thr s Image functions as the sur- 
face or rather the interface controling the rela tron between 
Japan and the other Techno-Orientalrsm is a krnd of mrrror 
stage or an Image machine whose effect rnfulences 
Japanese as well as other people Thus mirror rn fact IS a 
semi-transparent or two way mrrror. It IS through this mrrror 
stage and its cultural apparatus that Western or other people 
mis understand and fall to recognize an always, illusory 
Japanese culture, but rt also is the mechanrsm through 
which Japanese misunderstand themselves Differ ent from 
the Lacanian mirror stage, a complete solutron for this 
structure of disavowal, through which a ‘real” Japan could be 
properly recognized , is rrmpossible. It is interesting that In 
the film ’ GHOST IN THE SHELL”, the metaphor of the mirror 
is very used often in a particular way In partrcular, the”Puppet 
Mast er’ has whispered a passage to from the Bible to 
Motoko when he has tried to approach her through cyber 
hacking. In the end of the film , the “Puppet Mast er’ says to 
Motoko--‘We resemble each other’s essence, mirror Images 
of one another’s psyche.” And after she merges with the 
“Pappet Master’, Motoko cite s the Bible as bellows- 

“What we see now IS like a drm Image rn a 



mirror-. Then we shall see face to face 
When I was child, my speech, feelings and 
thinking were ali those of a child. Now 
that I am a man , 1 have no more use for 
ch1ld1sh ways." 

There are two mirror stages in this context of Techno
Onental1sm. One is abou t the encounter between the human 
and the mach,ne, the human and the net. And another is 
about the relation between Japan and others(Western , other 
As1an, etc ). These two mirror images const1tute the 
"Japano1d" as obiect of envy and hate. 1 have already mentio
ned that the Japanese have often been laughed at b ecause of 
their "automat1c" robot-ilke gesture. Of course as Freud has 
observe d there 1s very close relat1onsh1p between automatic 
act1on and humor and laug hing. But here one should be th1nk 
about why androids or robots are nd1cule d and why the pers
on laughed at becomes ilke an andro1d. Rey Chow has an inte 
resting analys1s of th1s point. 

"In Chapl1n's assemmbly line worker, visuail
ty works toward an automat1zation of an 
oppressed figure whose bodily movements 
become excessive and comical. Be ing 
"automat1zed' means being subjected to 
social exploitat1on whose ongins a re bey
ond one's individual grasp, but it also 
means becoming a spectacle whose 'aes
thet1c' power 1ncreases with one's 1ncre
asing awkwardness and helplessne ss • 
"Postmodern Automatons" in Writing 
Diaspora ,Rey Chow, Indiana Universtity 
Press, 1993 

To affirm the culture and the industry of the modern world 1s 
to summon the "automated other" by introduc1ng the rhythm 
of technology and machine of each age into ordinary ilfe. As 
far as workers, women , the ethnic other expenence a radical 
change in work conditions because of high technology, the 
image of the automated doll 1s imposed on them. Th1s 1mage 
also 1s imposed on the nat1on people who overadapt to the 
mutat1on of technolog1cal conditions. Needless to say the 
Japanese 1s being seen as the 'automated other". 
Japanimation , wh1ch organises the image of automat1zation 
and animation(g1ving it a ilfe form) , constructs and presents a 
"Japan" as an 'automaton culture" and as the "Japanoid" in 
"Postmodern Times". lt 1s worth returning to the "Puppet 
Master" 1n th1s film , because the' Puppe t Master " reminds 
us of the control of the 'automaton". The one controled do 
esn't think he Is a puppet, but in fact he behaves as a puppet 
controled by a master. lt is the same with the relat1on of an 
1deology 1n general to humanbei ng. Motoko, as a woman 
cyborg, th1nks of herself as an ·animated automaton". In order 
to supplement her vo1d (as cyborg, as woman, as 
minority .... etc) , she agrees to the proposal to merge with the 
"Puppet Master". She as a minority would abandon her "ghost" 
to a huge system and net. In turn the "Puppet Master " as sys
tem would get death and a so called lile cycle. Rey Chow has 
already defined the strategy of the cyborg feminist as rejecting 
the b1nary oppos1t1on o/ mascul1ne-human-subject-versus-femi
n1sed-automaton. Chow argues that, th1s strategy • retains 
the not1on of the automaton-the mechanical doll-but 
changes 1ts fate by g1v1ng it llfe w1th another look. This is the 
look of the feminist cntic Does her power of animat1on take 
us b ack to the language of God, a superior being who 
bestows lile upon an inferior ?' Chow asks. This is the task of 
the cyborg as hall mach1ne, half animal and transgressive 
be1ng. Conversely, when a subject takes up that tactics of 
trans gression , it becomes ilke a cyborg unconsciously . So 
for the cyborg leminist , this strategy should be extended lurt
her than "an,mat,ng the oppressed minor ity" Cyborg leminists 
have to make the automatized and animated situation of their 

pape r s

own voices the conscious point of departure 1n their interven
tion. By a bandoning and sacnf1c1ng her own identity and 
ghost to the "Puppet Master', Motoko takes up the strategy 
of cyborg femin1sm. The "Japanoid Automaton" could be 
rejected in this way, but th1s re1ect1on and resIstance has 
always broken down in Japanese subculture. The a
national(non- national) culture of Japan and Japanese 
(Japanoid) are "animated and automatize d" as being non 
Western and non Asian. In this cultural climate, a Japan im 
ag1narily separated from both West and East is reproduced 
again and aga1n in t he polltical unconscious of Japanimation 
(subculture). Though Japanimation has often emphasized the 
landscape of Asia and Japan in te near-future, 1t 1s the opera
tIon of forgett1ng and conceal the real s1tuation of Asia and 
Japan In certain sense, Japan1mation 1s an 1deolog1cal appara
tus at the same time tha t it is also-virtually?- a arma
ment of criticism. Why do Asian landsapes excites the cyber
punk imaginat1on? Certainly 1t would b e  poss1ble to reduce 
the problem to the influence of the film "Blade Runner" . But 1t 
should be considered that Japanimation has illustrated the 
mutat1on of global capitalism 1tsell by appropriat1ng the 1llu
sion of Asia or Japan By ch oosing Hong-Kong as the settiing 
of this film, and trying to v1sualize the information net and 
capitalism , the director of this film, Osh1i Mamoru , une ons
ciously tned to criticize the sub-imperiailsm of Japan (and 
other As1an nat1ons). 

Japan1mat1on is travellng through the cultural d1aspora 1nto the 
world, and 1s translated, communicated, and misunderstood. 
lt should be cited the passage f rom Donna Haraway's "A 
Cyborg Manifesto". "There is no way to read the following list 
from a standpoint of '1dentif1cati on", of a unitary self. The 
issue 1s dispersion. The task 1s to survive in the d1aspora." lf 
the image of shell and suit in cyborg has been moving, it is 
not vain to di scover the "automated other" in various expres
s1ons and in global information capitailsm itself. lt is another 
way to "anímate" the other and the minority. 




